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The following are compiled from the learner profiles returned to the Synthesis and Support Project. Not all seven projects collected data in all of the learner profile fields and there was some variation in how data was recorded. These are detailed in the footnotes.
The learner profiles analysed here concern only sustained engagement by participants in the programme, i.e. those who contributed rich data, usually over an extended period, such as interviews, audio or video diaries, or were involved in case studies. 












	Programme	By project (no / % of the programme total)
		Number	% of total	e4Lno / %	BLUPSno / %	Leadno / %	LexDisno / %	PB-LXPno / %	STROLL no / %	Themano / %
Gender	Male	74	40	5 (3%)	8 (4%)	8 (4%)	14 (8%)	14 (8%)	19 (10%)	6 (3%)
	Female	112	60	12 (6%)	11 (6%)	12 (6%)	16 (9%)	11 (6%)	34 (18%)	16 (9%)
First Language​[2]​	NOT English*	24	13	No rec	8 (4%)	No rec	2 (1%)	8 (4%)	5 (3%)	1 (1%)
Programme level​[3]​	Foundation	9	5		1 (1%)				8 (4%)	
	UG yr 1	44	24	6 (3%)	3 (2%)	20 (11%)		1 (1%)	14 (8%)	
	UG yr 2	34	18	2 (1%)	5 (3%)		6 (3%)	9 (5%)	12 (6%)	
	UG yr 3	33	18		5 (3%)		10 (5%)	5(3%)	13 (7%)	
	UG yr 4	8	4		1 (1%)		4 (2%)		3 (2%)	
	PG	47	25		4 (2%)		10 (5%)	10 (5%)	3 (2%)	22 (12%)
	FE	12	6	3 (2%)					8 (4%)	
	ACL	6	3	3 (2%)						
Study status	Not currently in Ed	3	2	3 (2%)				1 (1%)		
	P/T	62	33	4 (2%)	1 (1%)		27 (15%)	23 (12%)	2 (1%)	6 (3%)
	F/T	108	58	10 (5%)	18 (10%)	20 (11%)	3 (2%)	1 (1%)	51 (27%)	16 (9%)
Employment status (hours per week)​[4]​	0	61	33	5 (3%)	8 (4%)	No rec	28 (15%)	1 (1%)	14 (8%)	9 (5%)
	<10	23	13	4 (2%)	0	No rec	1 (1%)		11 (6%)	7 (4%)
	<30	19	10	3 (2%)	5 (3%)	No rec	0	3 (2%)	8 (4%)	2 (1%)
	30+	51	27	5 (3%)	6 (3%)	No rec	1 (1%)	21 (11%)	19 (10%)	4 (2%)
Accessibility​[5]​	Declared	37	20	3 (2%)	3 (2%)	No rec	30 (16%)	2 (1%)	2 (1%)	0





^1	  Using medians of 5-year age intervals used by LEAD
^2	  no returns from E4L, LEAD
^3	  STROLL 8 Foundation and 8 FE are the same students
^4	  No returns for LEAD; STROLL part time status not recorded so distributed roughly evenly
^5	  No returns for LEAD
